
Learning losses are not evenly distributed across school districts, nor are the 
challenges students are facing in the wake of the COVID-19 school closures. 
 
All students—especially students receiving remote instruction—are absent more often 
than in a typical school year. Many are not completing their assignments. Some have 
not been heard from in months. When this information sits in multiple data silos, how 
do you know which students are falling the farthest behind?



COVID-19 has exacerbated existing inequities facing low-income and minority students 
who were already vulnerable to falling behind.

SchoolStatus compiles and charts multiple student data points to demonstrate levels of 
student learning loss by age, ethnicity, geography, socioeconomic factors, and more.

• Compare benchmarks to assessments, current and historical, even with partial results 
• Explore by demographics including ethnicity and socioeconomic status
• Highlight vulnerable students using attendance and discipline trends 
• Reveal lost or disengaged students with call and text history
• Survey historical data to assess learning gaps between student groups
• Inform classroom instruction with reliable insights



SchoolStatus’ industry-leading communication tools empower educators to reach out and 
engage students and families earlier than complex interventions.

Identify vulnerable students, then call, text, or email stakeholders from your desktop or 
smart phone. All communication is delivered to the recipient’s phone with no need for a 
parent app or online login–helping you reach more parents than ever before. 
 
Automatic call recording and text logs ensure communication is tracked and available for 
review when needed, protecting your efforts and removing the burden of manual logs. 



SchoolStatus connects disjointed data points from multiple sources such as your SIS, State, and 
Benchmark assessments, and integrates them into one easy-to-access place. Historic and 
real-time, disaggregated data identifies exactly who needs interventions, how much ground 
they’ve lost, and in what areas educator and district leaders should first address to get them 
back on track.

Quickly gather high-level insights about your school district or dive deep into individual student 
performance.

Easy-to-use modules, custom reporting, and transparent communication records give your 
leadership team the tools they need to assess learning loss, pinpoint at-risk subgroups or 
individual students, and accelerate learning. 

Take advantage of access to a PhD data scientist as well as 24/7 support. 

I’m in SchoolStatus every day. We have quarterly focus meetings where we pull all the data and come 
together to be a problem-solving unit with actionable takeaways. Everything is talking to SchoolStatus 
so they have all the assessments and year-over-year data and we go all the way down to the individual 
communication piece. We spend a lot of time in SchoolStatus using it as a one-stop-shop. Before 
SchoolStatus we had to go to all the different systems and pull it down and manually put it in a giant 
excel spreadsheet. Now SchoolStatus does it for us.” 

- Patty Cooper, Chief Academic Officer, Pass Christian School District - MS

“It's easy and convenient. Many parents and students don't check email, but they do check their text 
messages. I have been more successful getting contact with parents through SchoolStatus all year. I 
also like that it keeps records of the calls and texts. Thank you.” 

- Elaina Gibson, Norman School District - Oklahoma

“Great place to see student info in one place and a great way to have a record of 
parent contact.” 

- Joni Free, Searcy School District - Arkansas


